PPAI Members:
It is a great honor to be nominated for a board seat and it is my hope that with your vote I will be elected. The industry has seen its share of challenges, from legislative and governmental issues to influences far from our shores. Social media and search capabilities have also broken-down informational barriers. Yet through these tests, the industry has remained resilient and evolved to answer these changes.

A powerful advocate is in your corner - PPAI. As a board member, I will push for stronger regional ties and a more robust legislative and governmental action to protect our futures. As change in Washington effects Main Street, I’ll be there to help answer how it effects each of us.

We are no longer insulated from the wind of change, yet with a strong PPAI board and association, we are greater than our individual voices.

As a board member, I will work tirelessly to honor your vote and you can count on me for fairness and honesty.